6 wire voltage regulator wiring diagram

A voltage regulator takes current from a battery with oscillating voltage and puts out constant
voltage. Six-volt generators and volt alternators require current at voltages. Fluctuation in
voltage can harm these electrical mechanisms. A tractor's regulator takes the voltage provided
by the battery, manages it by reducing it, and sends it on to the alternator or generator at a
constant volume that the alternator sends on to the coil. There are three wires that must be
connected to the correct regulator terminal. Weld the regulator mount to the tractor frame. Weld
the mount between the alternator or generator mount and the coil housing. Follow the regulator
manual's mounting instructions for the proper positioning of the mount. Some recommend a
vertical mount while others require horizontal positioning. Attach the regulator to the mount.
Screw or bolt the four corners of the regulator to the mount. Typically, this requires four screws
or bolts and four washers and nuts. Do not over tighten the bolts or you will damage the
regulator housing, particularly if the housing is plastic. Connect the positive battery cable wire
-- usually red -- to the regulator. Connect the generator or alternator wire to the regulator.
Connect the field wire -- field coil wire -- to the field terminal on the regulator. An "F" or "FIE"
indicates the field terminal. Polarize the generator or alternator through the regulator. Touch
one end of the jumper wire to the battery terminal on the regulator. Touch the other end of the
wire to the field terminal. Hold it on the terminal for one second, then remove it. You will
damage the regulator if you hold the jumper wire to the battery and field terminals for more than
a second. Step 1 Weld the regulator mount to the tractor frame. Step 2 Attach the regulator to
the mount. Step 3 Connect the positive battery cable wire -- usually red -- to the regulator.
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Enjoy XS Consider making a donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've
created a group for XS Check it out! Donate Facebook Group. Jul 4, 1. I used banshee flywheel,
plate and Hugh's adapter. I assume bad regulator but want to check my steps first. I wired the
red pos and black neg directly to my battery posts. Eventually I will run just a sparx capacitor
but wanted to test on battery first. The other smaller issue is that I can no longer get my
headlight to turn on. I yanked the stock regulator, rectifier and safety relay. I thought I may need
the safety relay to engage the headlight so I plugged it back in, not bolted assuming it's not
grounded to frame. Still no headlight. Anyways any other way to test this regulator? I have a dr,
if the components are super genenric perhaps I can do some local swapping before dealing with
shipping junk around. Thanks Posted via Mobile. Last edited: Jul 13, ChewsVolt , Jul 4, Jul 4, 2.
Jul 5, 3. Unfortunately I stink at reading wiring diagrams, but really there's just positive and
negative coming off this rectifier right? Here's the original wiring diagram. To make things
worse this is a universal part with colors different than that diagram, and Cal-tric, who I bought
it from can't tell me what the wiring color code of their part is is I am going to experiment with
the previously neglected brown wire hoping to make this set-up work. Here's my thinking, tell
me if I am dumb. Assumptions- there's only positive and negative coming out of this unit, one
wire is a dupe and can be ignored, unless it's a ground in which case ground it damnit! The
yellows are yellows, hook them up and forget about it. Testing- with the rectifier's red, black and
brwn disconnnected from the charging system, but with test leads from my multimeter on I am
kicking through the bike looking at voltage. Previous tests showed red to be positive, and black
neg. I am going to test with brown now. Hookup to battery pos to pos and neg to neg. Test
running voltage. As long as I don't kick out too much current, or set them up backwards I
should not harm my ignition system points Posted via Mobile. ChewsVolt , Jul 5, Jul 5, 4. Jul 5,
5. Along with what twomany said, On your reg you need to splice into one of the yellow wires
and run it to the yellow wire on the safety relay. The safety relay gets a voltage on the yellow
wire to trip the relay to turn on the headlight and turn off the starter. The brown wire to switched
power is for reading the battery voltage. The reg uses this reference to tell when the battery
needs charging. The black wire goes to the junction block that hooks to, I assume the dash. It
also goes to the ignition switch. I think it supplies power for the ignitor. XSLeo , Jul 5, Jul 5, 6.
Thanks TwoMany! I found another diagram for the KZ and determined the same, I soldered the
brwn from my stator to a brwn "switched hot" wire at the fuse box and it's way better! I guess
that brown wire is in charge of reading the electric signal for the reg to adjust to? I get about
15V all the time now, at idle or revved high. Is that too high of a voltage? I will be swapping to
sparx capacitor shortly Why does brown need to be "switched hot"? If I just connected red and
brown as they exit the reg wouldn't I get the same result? Or would that create a slow drain on
the battery? Anyways, going to take her for a test ride and see if my carb work throttle shaft
seals paid off also. Posted via Mobile. Jul 5, 7. Double post -tome, thanks ippy for telling me to
look at the diagram, I think I was reading it wrong previously. Thanks leo for that info, didn't see
it on my last post. I am going to try to bypass the safety relay. I agree with you on the reg, if the
company takes it back I should get a 5 wire, but I already spliced a new connector on it. And I
am too honest to not tell them Is 15v too high for constant charging? I guess we will need to see

once the headlight is pulling power how that changes my reading Posted via Mobile. Jul 5, 8.
Yes, that high a voltage can burn up a battery. It may even be too high for a cap. Best to be
below Running the headlight may help but I wouldn't count on it. Jul 5, 9. There's a couple
threads here chasing overcharging. The members found a significant voltage drop on the brown
'switched power' lines, which fooled the regulator into thinking there wasn't enuff voltage, so
would overcharge the battery. Try voltage tests at the battery, as well as the brown 'switched
power', and see if you have a difference greater than 0. Jul 5, I was thinking that may be the
problem, good advice to check it, there's a. Can I just run the brown to battery pos? If not I can
clean connections and find the voltage drop. Thanks guys, this is record fast problem solving
for me Posted via Mobile. Jul 6, It will keep it switched "on" while the bike is not running and
that's the problem correct? ChewsVolt , Jul 6, Jul 7, I will have time this evening to chase down
my voltage drop. Then this bike will be ready for testing as a daily ride! ChewsVolt , Jul 7, Jul 9,
Things are looking better. I eliminated a. Voltage fluctuates, gets close to 15 in high revs then
drops. Not sure what of that is just multimeter fluctuations. What are the "light checker" and
"reserve lighting" units? I will be wiring up my own harness, i think these things can be omitted
from a simple wiring set up? ChewsVolt , Jul 9, Jul 10, The light checker is a device that lights
up a light on the dash when light bulbs blow. Yes, they can both be deleted. XSLeo , Jul 10,
Thanks twoMany- I like the old shool recollections, especially if it helps me understand some
real world principles. Were things simpler back then? I bet not I haven't had time to play this
week, I will play with electrical over the weekend. I want to wire in my capacitor and see if it
works. It's the Sparx, originally made for British positive-ground bikes. I don't think that impacts
me at all, unless they color code the terminals backwards. After that I think a new wiring loom is
going to unlock the next stage of my build. So, eliminating further voltage drop may be better
postponed. I need to source a bunch of color coded wire, connectors, similar to OEM if
possible, and a good connector crimper. Plan is to have a switch for lights if the cap needs
more juice on kick-over. Maybe just re-wire stock ignition? Thanks Leo, I will look at the
diagram and see how I can bypass those units in the meantime ChewsVolt , Jul 10, Jul 11, Jul
12, Thanks for the tips! I was able to wire up my capacitor, and get the correct voltage.
Unfortunately I found that my 2 week old PMA stator likes to light on fire, so I have other
problems to look into now So Is there any way user error would cause the stator to burn up?
ChewsVolt , Jul 12, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Assortment of ford alternator wiring
diagram internal regulator. How to wire an external voltage regulator on a gm vehicle. Alternator
Regulator Troubleshooting. Alternator external regulator wiring diagram. Connecting the sense
wire to the batteries causes the alternator to output extra voltage to compensate for the voltage
drop in the longer cables. A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional photographic
depiction of an electric circuit. External regulator install how to. The early gm alternator is the
10dn series alternator and was used on gm. Heavy duty adjustable voltage regulator wiring
harness to alternator in split tubing with molded plug to regulator 14 gauge grounding wire from
regulator to alternator 10 insulated ring terminals. How to make an external voltage regulator fro
an alternator. An example of using the sense wire is in a truck where the batteries are a long
way from the alternator. How to rewire alternator wiring harness for internally regulated gm
conversion. Delco remy 10dn externally regulated alternator wiring diagram gm externally
regulated alternator to voltage regulator wiring. Wiring of an old ford truck externally regulated
alternator. This is from a ford f with the 69l diesel engine. It consists of ignition switch fuse
panel engine compartment relay box instrument cluster and many more. Wiring instructions for
the early gm delco remy external regulated alternator. To resolve this problem you can actually
wire in a external alternator regulator which allows convenient switching to your internal
regulator once your power module works. If your alternator does not charge or your alternator
was overcharging it will most likely fail. External regulator wiring how to part 1. Amazon affiliate
links adjustable dodge voltage regulator. Httpsamznto2rooije oem dodge vol. Ford alternator
wiring diagram internal regulator among all the ford alternator wiring diagrams above this is the
most complicated one. It reveals the parts of the circuit as streamlined shapes and the power
and signal connections in between the gadgets. Dodge Chrysler External Regulator Kit. Mopar
Charging Systems. Alternator Wiring Help Classicoldsmobile Com. Self Build Adjustable
Alternator Controler. Alternator Wiring. Alternator Secrets. Dc Voltage Regulator Circuit.
Alternator Upgrades Ausrotary. Mustang Voltage Regulator Installation Instructions. Ford
Alternator Wiring Diagrams. Motorcraft Alternator Wiring Diagram. Alternator Regulator
Troubleshooting That way the batteries get the correct voltage. Share this post. Newer Post
Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. The article provides a detailed explanation

regarding the various voltage regulator wiring configurations used in motorcycles. The article
was submitted by Mr. After working on different voltage regulators, I feel to share my findings
on your blog so that other people may also get benefit. Please insert the diagrams appropriately
in the article. I will update further by providing examples of each type. Motorcycles are usually
equipped with permanent magnet AC generators. The magnitude of the voltage produced by
these generators depends upon the RPM of the engine. Despite these generators are
specifically designed to produce about VAC at high RPMs, they do require a voltage regulator to
provide a safe voltage for battery charging and for the electrical system. These generators
could have single-phase or a three-phase winding. No matter the winding is single-phase or
three-phase; all voltage regulator units have two parts i. Rectifier Section and Voltage Regulator
Section. Here, we will only discuss various types of voltage regulators and not their internal
circuits. Since the incandescent bulbs work well on AC voltage, there is no rectifier section in
this type of regulator. The circuit inside the unit regulates the AC voltage coming from the
generator to This regulator is basically an AC voltage regulator. In this system, we see that one
end of the winding is grounded to the chassis of the bike, which is connected to the negative
terminal of the battery. The other end of the winding supplies AC voltage to the rectifier section
which converts it to DC voltage. Then it enters the Regulator section which maintains the output
to an ideal In this system, both the ends of the winding go to the Rectifier section which
converts AC to DC voltage and then the Regulator section regulates to In this system, the stator
has dual windings. One supplies power for charging the battery and for the electrical system.
The other supplies power exclusively for the Head Lamps and the Tail Lamps. This type of
regulator unit is basically a combination of 3-pin Regulator and 2-pin Regulator. The 3-pin
Regulator section provides The working principle of a regulator for three-phase generator is the
same as 4-pin Regulator A , but of course, the internal circuitry would be quite different. An
example of such 3-phase regulator can be seen in the article: motorcycle shunt regulator circuit
using SCR. If you have any circuit related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be
most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail
if anyone answers my comment. Hi, I wonder if you can help me. I have a s Suzuki A50P and it
has a 6 volt system. I am going to need to do some extensive rewiring and thought I could
possibly improve the charging system. This bike has no regulator but does have a simple diode
rectifier for the battery charging system which I believe to be quite poor where the battery either
gets over charged or if the indicators and brakes are used to a reasonable extent the battery
goes flat. I believe the headlight and tail light run AC from the charging system. Any clues on
how to wire this would be greatly appreciated. Regards Lee. Hi, please provide the color details
of the wires from the regulator that you have? It will try to figure it out! Hi, Ok I can tell you that
the charging system has a stator plate with 3 coils mounted on it. One of the coils is used to
power the ignition system. Here goes on the explanation: I have a yellow wire, a green wire, a
blue wire a black wire, a yellow with a white tracer wire and a very short blue wire with a fork
type connector on it. The coil in the diagram is shown attached at one end to earth, then just a
few coils up is the green wire take off, then close to the end of the coil is the yellow with white
tracer take off and right at the end of the coil is the yellow wire take off. Hope this helps. OK, I
thought it is a 4 wire rectifier regulator, but six wire can be difficult to figure out. It seems it may
be a standard alternator regulator circuit, where the regulator controls the field coil of the
alternator for controlling the output voltage t the battery. I have one related article, which
perhaps you can compare with your wiring design and see if it helps you to identify the
connections, or you can build a prototype design for verifying the operations practically. Hi
Thank you very much for your help but this all looks way too complicated for me. Then wire all
the electrics from the battery instead of having an AC supply for the headlights it might just
work. Thanks again Lee. Hi, yes it is a bit complex for any newcomer. I hope your assumed idea
works! Wish you all the best! I have an antique car very similar wired to the 3 pin regulator
except I use a single diode to convert a magneto output to DC then through a auto tail light bulb
to drop the current then to charge a small battery for LED headlights. The original car used
magneto lights and unless the car was going as fast as possible, the headlights were useless.
There is no voltage regulation. The magneto is the power source for the cars ignition system
and coils which produce V emf at times instantly frying the LED headlights. Will a 3 pin
regulator work to stop the excess voltage? First of all you must rectify the low voltage AC using
a bridge rectifier and not a single diode! This will instantly double the power to the headlights. I
am assuming this voltage is below 24 V maximum, in that case you can use a shunt type
regulator as described in the below given post:. The magneto can put out 30VAC as measured
with a meter. The car would show an occasional spike of near V as indicated by an o-scope due
to coil sand points operating. The half wave rectifier delivers enough current to keep the small
battery charged allowing a stop light and occasionally head and tail lights. The above circuit will

work for 30 V or any other volt depending on the transistor specifications. The vape ignition can
run with out the battery, I have a red wire that comes from the cdi unit to charge the battery but
at high rpm it send out a charge higher than 15 volts,can I add another rectifire to reduce this to
14 volts safely? Thanks for your time with this issue. Hi, if the maximum voltage is 15V then you
can bring down to 14V by adding a couple of 6A4 diodes in series with the poritive line.
Otherwise a simple shunt type crowbar should be enough for the job. You can remove the op
amp pin7 resistor and zener, and connect pin7 directly wit the supply line. A call would be
appreciated. I am sorry, I do not have sufficient expertise in the automobile field so solving your
query may not be possible for me at the present moment. Hello, I have a question I hope you
can help me with. While looking for info on voltage regulators I came upon your article. It has
the single phase style similar to your example 4 with 2 charge coils both grounded on one side,
but one goes to the headlights with no regulator, other goes to charge the battery with a single
diode, also no regulator. I believe this is half bridge rectification? My idea was to isolate the
grounded side from the ground and run both sides through a motorcycle style voltage
regulator. Being it has 2 charge coils and would like to utilize both, would I run them in parallel
or series? Or am I overlooking something completely? Any help will be greatly appreciated.
Thankyou for your time. Hello, I am not an automobile expert but electronically your suggestion
seems feasible. You can also make the positives common to run them in parallel. I would like
digital potentiometer if possible 3. I would like use it for 3 phase 12 v motor controller. I would
like digital potentiometer with function when come power from controller to run 12 v, 3 phase i
need start run speed from zero rpm to nominal rpm and stay this speed until power is switched
off I have 3 phase controller with manual potentiometer and i would like have digital with this
function. Can you help? Hi, I need a circuit for my VW beetle alternator. The original avr has
stopped working. I want a circuit that could regulate output Hi, If possible I will try to post a new
article soon regarding car alternator regulator, please stay tuned for a few days. Dear Swagatam
Thanks for your attention and sorry to interrupt you once you have asked to wait. Let me share
with you something as I have studied this subject a bit. A motorcycle generator can not be
compared with car alternator because a bike has a permanent magnet as a rotor you know well.
I am sharing two avr circuits that I could find best in the available pool. Circuit with mosfet is
working in my car as I made it few days back. I used IRF instead as advised in the circuit due to
non-availability. The reason why I am not satisfied is that my alternator turns hot more than
normal specifically when headlights are ON yet, voltage on battery are well regulated v. I fear I
will cook my alternator after few days. Another problem I find is that for warning lamp I must
supplement the circuit with another circuit. The second circuit is attractive for me as it
accommodates the warning lamp. I have not made it yet as I find one flaw in it which can
mislead while driving. The power Darlington is getting supply from warning lamp in series and
connected with small diodes to supply the rotor. In case the lamp is fused or some how wire is
broken, there is no supply for rotor and obviously nothing from three diodes from stator. As
such the result is your car stop on the way when battery drains. Both the circuits have -ve
ground for rotor, this is my requirement. I would like if a modified version is developed. Dear
Anwar, if the alternator is heating up that means it is getting overloaded. According to me there
cannot be an external way to correct the over heating. In the second design if the lamp does not
seem reliable, you could probably replace it with a calculated high watt wire-wound resistor,
and add an LED across it as shown below:. Does the latter have a sensor for the loading
currant. With no load the latter gives only 5 volt if there is no load. Connected to a bulb the load
currant rises. Richard, if you are referring to a bridge rectifier module, the yellow wires are for
AC input, pink could be the positive DC output and the white could be the negative DC output.
Hello Swagatam and thanks for an informative article. I have a mid s Yamaha FZ which has been
heavily modified for race use, including the replacement of the OE lead acid battery with a
modern LiPo battery for weight saving purposes. Many thanks, Gavin. Hello Gavin, you can try
the second last circuit from the following link, and connect it between the existing regulator and
the battery. Before installing you will need to modify the 4k7 resistor value to ensure that the
output never exceeds For this you can feed a 15 or 24 V DC input rated at mA from an adapter
across the DC supply lines of the circuit, and then adjust the 4k7 resistor until a The 4k7
resistor could be replaced with a 10k preset for this adjustment. Hello swagatam good to
meeting you at this wonderful site just question can I apply this kind of regulator to a wind mill
for ac generator thank you any answer bye bye. Thanks pendon, it is possible to use the
concept in windmills provided the regulator is a shunt type regulator designed to shunt the
excess voltage from the input source to ground. I have a cc Honda Benly twin with 6 volt
electrics. It has a single phase alternator which produces up to 50volts AC maybe more if I
really revved the engine! It has 5 wires. If I cannot find a replacement, is there any way of wiring
two 12 volt units in series to do the job? Perhaps there is another make of bike with a single

phase 6 volt system that would be suitable. I would appreciate any help. I am not sure about the
5th wire and why it goes to the battery along with another wire, so effectively two wires are
shorted with the battery positive. If charging the battery from the alternator is the main purpose,
you could try building and installing the last circuit from this article, it should do the job for
you:. Hello, good afternoon, thank you very much for your quick response. You recommend the
circuit with lm, but I do not understand â€¦ The generator of the bike has one. Voltage output
between 60 to 90vca. From already thank you very much. For the LM also you can replace the 6
diode bridge with a 4 diode bridge and feed the input to it from the single phase alternator.
Hello, sir, good afternoon. You could make a voltage regulator circuit for my motorcycle.. Pd:
please have to be quite robust â€¦ Because I already change 3 and always burn. You
recommend the circuit with LM and tip so that the voltage of the motorcycle is well regulated
and can charge the battery â€¦ Thank you. For single phase just replace the 6 diode bridge
rectifier with a 4 diode bridge rectifier circuit. Hello good afternoon, please I need a regulating
circuit from vca to 13vcc well stabilized. Atte: Carlos. Technical Specifications After working on
different voltage regulators, I feel to share my findings on your blog so that other people may
also get benefit. Previous: How to Interface Servo motors with Arduino. You'll also like: 1.
Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above
article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. The zener diode value will determine the
output regulated voltage value. This circuit will be more reliable and robust than other
alternative. Otherwise a simple shunt type crowbar should be enough for the job You can
remove the op amp pin7 resistor and zener, and connect pin7 directly wit the supply line. Adjust
the preset until the output stabilizes to 14V exact. Thankyou very much, I hope to Attempt this
soon. Your help is much appreciated. It is a shunt regulator, it is shown as a block diagram
only. In the second design if the lamp does not seem reliable, you could probably replace it with
a calculated high watt wire-wound resistor, and add an LED across it as shown below: Let me
know if you have any doubts or clarifications. Hello, please see the diagram inside the video. If
you have a 12V battery it will be 14V, for a 6V battery it will be 7V. Hi, thanks for the quick
response.. But my motorcycle is simple phase. I wonder what system is used for Yamaha
outboard motors? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Forums New
posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Russia- Land-Cruiser.
Calendar New events. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Word Count:. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. Change style.
Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Thread starter fj40notajeep Start date Sep 12, Watchers 2. Joined Dec 1, Messages I order a
voltage reg from Toyota I needed a 6wire somebody cut the old wire so there is no plug on the
harness. Can somebody help me with what colors that goes with harness on voltage reg
Thanks. What year truck? Looks like a '78, unless that regulator has been relocated. You may
need to identify what wires you have at the regulator and where they connect in the regulator.
You could open it up and identify the leads, or perhaps the information can be found online if
you can identify the part number of the new regulator. Last edited: Sep 12, Correct On a '78 the
VR is a 3 wire. You have there a 6 wire '79 and later for the Canadian market with a round plug.
Other markets have a rectangular plug. L is for Lamp. B is for battery and N Null goes to "79 and
later alternator Have fun! This is what my plug looks like would it still be the same as the round.
Am I holding right to line up with diagram above. Okay, yours is oval shaped, looks to me that
it's not the Canadian model. Last edited: Sep 13, Need to know which wire goes where. The
problem is the new voltage haves six wire and I only need to use 3 wires out of the six but which
6 do I use Thanks. I asked you for your wire colors. DON"T mix those 2 wires. Blue white White
black Green white Black yellow. I understand now but which way is up on my connector to
match the 6 wire drawing. Ok I will flip it Thanks so much. Joined May 3, Messages Some late 78
US spec models had the 6 wire voltage regulator. I would suspect that they are wired on the
charging circuit somewhat like a '79 model but I can't say for sure. Ok I hear the volt meter click
on when I put the positive cable on the battery start truck plus the choke let it warm
car repair information
visual cycle
2003 avalanche fuse box diagram
upcoming choke in a truck dies. That doesn't sound like a VR problem. The "reman" 78 voltage
regulators from the dealership are brand new. I bought two about six months ago. Just let

everybody know when I was working on it blew a fuse that why it would not stay running.
Replace fuse and now it stays running. One more quick question so when I put my volt meter on
the battery when idle it reads You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Wiring
schematic or best guesses. Replies 18 Views Dec 9, Fire Adapting FJ62 wiper control to 69 FJ
Replies 2 Views Jan 21, Devil Frog. BJ40 Wiring Harness Diagram. Replies 1 Views Aug 3,
Krondor. Replies 5 Views Jun 19, samp. Replies 13 Views Users who are viewing this thread.
Log in Your username or email address. This site uses cookies to help personalise content,
tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom.

